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Knowing how to code opens up a huge world of new, exciting possibilities. Code
for Teens delivers the tools and tricks that will give any reader the foundational
knowledge needed to understand JavaScript, the world’s most commonly
used coding language. From understanding basic operations and functions
to creating your own loops and beyond, you’ll begin developing the skills of
superstar programming pros in no time! On top of that, a healthy dose of
light quizzes, drills, review questions, and simple do-it-yourself projects are
sure to reinforce the lessons you learn along the way and ensure that these
valuable skills are retained.
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If you have ever been curious about how to program but don’t know
where to begin, you have picked up the right book! With over one
hundred delightful illustrations, engaging text, and light-hearted humor
on almost every page, Code for Teens is sure to keep you stimulated and
entertained while you learn.
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Foreword
By Sarah Phelps, Computer Science Educator

When Jeremy first asked me about writing the foreword for his book, I was
excited and incredibly honored. Now, you should know that I am not a
programmer. What I bring to this conversation is knowledge of children. I
have been an elementary teacher for ten years now, and I developed a program
for my school district with a goal to introduce kids to computer science and
build an interest in pursuing it as they continue through school. I have done
a ton of research, attended technology education conferences and trainings,
and frequently consult with my personal software engineer: my husband.
My experience in teaching and understanding how kids learn has helped
me find resources and tools that are engaging and successful at teaching the
fundamentals of computer science, so I began sharing these resources in
technology conferences and children's STEM workshops around the country.
At one such conference and workshop, I met Jeremy and Christine and their
many children. From the oldest to the youngest, the Moritz kids are full of
enthusiasm for coding and learning in general. Their parents have inspired
a desire to learn about the world around them in a way I only hope I am
continually imparting to the students I teach.

But, most important of all, the book empowers children to teach themselves,
which is actually something I believe to be missing from much of the education
our children receive. Educators are often telling kids to wait—as though they
could not possibly understand something so impressive without the help of a
“smart” adult. This book proves to them that they can do just that—move at
their own pace and figure things out on their own.
The chapter quizzes provide a check-in for kids to test their knowledge. And don’t
worry: all the answers are in the back if, like me, you wouldn’t know where to
begin in helping. That being said, why not work alongside your child? As I was
reviewing the text, I couldn’t help opening up my own tab and trying it out myself.
Code for Teens is an excellent resource for any classroom, homeschool library, or a
gift for that inquisitive youngster who is ready to take on a new challenge. What
a remarkable feeling to discover one’s ability to change the world! I cannot wait
to share this book with the students I teach, and even more so with my own
children, who I hope continue to develop and maintain a positive “learnitude”
(as Jeremy calls it) throughout their lives!

-Sarah Phelps

Jeremy and I bonded in our belief that teaching kids programming is powerful.
As he says in this book, being able to program a computer is like a superpower.
The skills acquired in learning how to code go beyond just computer science,
however. Computational thinking builds problem solving and logic skills that can
be applied to nearly any subject. It gives kids an outlet to create and pushes them
to think outside the box. Beyond that, programming prepares them to thrive in a
global market. These are the skills for which employers will be searching.
Code for Teens is the perfect tool to help children and young teenagers learn
JavaScript, the most commonly used programming language in software
engineering. This book is entertaining and keeps the reader engaged. The text
is well organized and has a great balance of directed practice and independent
exploration with easy-to-follow exercises. Furthermore, Christine's amazing
drawings are eye-catching and clever!
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Introduction
Why Learn to Code?
Starting with Chapter 1, every page of this book is in here with the goal of
teaching you how to read and write computer code. Hundreds of pages and
drills and dozens of projects and games are dedicated to this purpose. Before
you get much further, this might be a great time to ask yourself an important
question: Why should I even learn to code?
Well the long answer probably involves something about coding—also called
"software engineering"—being one of the fastest growing industries in the
world. There ought to be some comparison about this being a modern-day
equivalent to the value of learning a skilled trade in past generations. Perhaps it
should be mentioned that programmers are in extremely high demand, and this
leads to excellent pay, comfortable work environments, flexible hours, greater job
satisfaction, long-term career security, blah, blah, blah...
But really...the answer is simple:
Superpowers.
Harry Potter was whisked away to Hogwarts to hone his wizardry skills. Gifted
youngsters attended Professor X's school to master their mutant abilities. And
you, dear reader, will take control of the most valuable superpower in the
natural world: programmable code.

By learning to code, you will open up a
world of possibilities. You will be able
to take the magical ideas in your head
and turn some of them—the best ones—
into reality.

Where to Start?
Once you've decided to learn how to program, you will
soon find that you have a whole heapin' ton of options in
front of you.
Learning to code is kinda like learning a new language. If you
wanted to learn how to speak a second language, you might first ask
yourself which language would be the most useful. Do your grandparents speak
Chinese? Do you have an aunt from Japan or close friends who speak French in
their home? Any of these factors might give you good insight on which language
you'd most like to learn. But if you live in the U.S.A., you might choose to learn
Spanish for the simple reason that it is much more commonly used than all other
languages in the country combined (except English of course).
In a similar way to spoken languages, there are dozens of marvelous
programming languages that you can learn—including Java, Python, C#, PHP,
Go, C++ and more—but there is one programming language that definitely
tops the list:
JavaScript!

Have you ever had a great idea about what some company or person should invent
someday? Have you ever been asked to do some boring, repetitive task that you
knew would take a loooong time and you wished there were some machine that
could just do all that work for you? Have you seen the way some game works and
thought, "Yeah, it's good, but it would sure be a lot better if only…"?

JavaScript is the most common programming language of them all and is used
in over 90% of all websites! JavaScript makes websites move and respond to
what a user touches and types. And it's also a useful tool for games and mobile
apps! With more and more businesses going online and people browsing on
their phones, JavaScript is becoming more valuable every year.

When good ideas like these occur, most poor muggles have no choice but to just
sigh and let them float away. Such mysterious things are not for mere mortals,
right? Well, by the end of this book, you will come to learn that you are more
powerful than you know. You are designed with a remarkable brain capable of
harnessing the great superpower of talking to machines and making them obey
your commands.

So can you guess which programming language you will learn in this book?!
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Wow! You guessed it! JavaScript!! (Gosh, you're good…I think I'll need to make
the questions harder next time...)
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Maximatize Your Learnitude and Funhavingness!
When I wrote that header, I honestly thought I was making up the word
"learnitude"... turns out it's a real word! It means "the attitude of learning". That
actually works well, doesn't it? And I just learned something new myself. Awesome!
Anyway, where was I going with this?...Oh yeah!
This book is designed for you to teach yourself how to code without your parents'
or teachers' help. Because let's face it: most of them probably don't know anything
about how to code anyway. And if they do, they're probably so busy saving the
world with their superpowers that they don't have time to walk you through
everything step-by-step.

Lastly, programming should be fun! Maybe not all the time, but overall, it
should feel a lot like solving puzzles or working through a thinking game. Don't
get too down on yourself if you're struggling through a concept. Try your
best to figure it out, but don't stall on something if you feel you're not making
progress. Check the answers in the back, then just move on and come back to
the topic later. It's all part of the adventure.
Now let's remove the gloves and learn to use your special new abilities!

Well fear not, dear reader! This book moves at YOUR pace. Every chapter
includes a review section and lots of drills. If you don't understand something right
away, you should be able to get it by the end of the chapter review, and the coding
drills will help it stay planted firmly in your brain for the future. For some readers,
this book may contain more review and more drills than you need. If that's you,
then I recommend you still glance over each of them and be sure you can mentally
figure out the answer even if you don't write it down. Be honest with yourself
about what will help you the best.
Try typing the code along with the book and sometimes try making small changes
to see if the code functions a little differently.
The concepts you'll learn in this book build on each
other, so do your best to really understand each
topic before moving to later chapters. There's also
a glossary in the back if you see a word and you've
forgotten what it means (that's just brain hiccups—
happens to all of us).
Another piece of good news: if you are ever stuck on
a problem, ALL of the answers are in the back of the
book. It's like having the Teacher's Guide built right
in! Though you should know that sometimes there
could be more than one right answer. Definitely
try to understand how to do it the way the book
teaches, but don't sweat it if your version is a
little different and still works.
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Are you ready to write your first line of code? We just need to
assemble a few materials, and we'll get right to it. Let's do this!

Computer, Browser and Console
The first thing you'll need is a computer—either a desktop, laptop, or Chromebook (NOT a
smartphone or tablet!). If you don't have a computer with you, you can use one at the library
or something. Or ask a friend. Or build one out of pipe cleaners, redstone, and hardened
mash potatoes (...not recommended).
Your computer runs on an operating system: Windows (for PCs), MacOS (for Macs),
ChromeOS (for Chromebooks), or Linux (for nerds). You should know which of these
operating systems your computer uses.
Secondly, you'll need to have Google Chrome on this computer. Chrome is an internet
browser—a program that people use to go to websites. You might already have this installed
on your computer. The icon looks like a Poké Ball with four different colors.
By the way, did you notice how some of these words are in bold? That is how I indicate that
this word is important and defined in the glossary at the back of the book. What's a glossary
you ask? It's like a dictionary that only has terms from this book. Check it out in the back of
the book now!
If you don't have Chrome on your computer, you can download it by opening up some other
internet browser (Firefox, Safari, Edge, or IE), doing a Google search for "Download Chrome,"
then just following the directions in the first result.
Okay, now that you have Chrome on your computer, open it up, click into the address bar,
type about:blank, and press ENTER (or RETURN if you're on a Mac). You should now see
a blank screen. Note: the specific keys to type are also in bold, but they are CAPITALIZED
too. These don't have definitions in the glossary...cuz they're just keys on your keyboard.
13

Chapter 1
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HELLO
WORLD!

Now it's time to open the console! The console is part of Chrome's top-secret developer tools. Now
that you're becoming a JavaScript developer, you get to use it too! Simply hold down the CTRL and
SHIFT keys (or the COMMAND and OPTION keys if you're on a Mac) and press the J key. Note:
For future reference, key combinations like this one will be shown this way "CTRL+SHIFT+J (or
COMMAND+OPTION+J on a Mac)".

Then press ENTER (or RETURN on a Mac). You should see a response from the console with the
words "Hello World!" repeated back to you. Notice, by the way, that the code you are expected to
type is colored with blue text while the console responses are colored in red. This should make
it easier to see what to type into the console. You'll later see examples of code with black type; this
is just meant for you to read (not type yourself).
Now try this: press the UP_ARROW key on the keyboard. You can see the "Hello
the line again. Move the cursor to the front of that line and change it so it reads:

World";

text on

var greeting = "Hello World!";

After you press those keys, you should see a new lower section of the screen that has an angle
bracket in the upper left part of it. If you don't see this area when you use the CTRL+SHIFT+J
(or COMMAND+OPTION+J on a Mac) shortcut, you may also get to it by right-clicking on
any empty area of the page and selecting "Inspect" from the dropdown menu, then selecting the
"Console" tab as shown in the illustration.

Then press ENTER (if you're on a Mac, just remember from now on that ENTER always refers to
the RETURN key). The response you should get back from the console is undefined. So far so good!
Now type:
greeting;

and press ENTER. If you have done everything right so far, the console should return with the
message "Hello World!". And now, my friends, you can forever say that you've written and executed
a teensy-tiny bit of JavaScript!

Follow the Leader
So…what’s the point? What did we even do? THIS is coding?! I mean, who even cares if—
Whoa! Slow down there! I’m glad you asked. Really, I am! Believe me, I’m itching to explain it all to
you soon, but first I’d like us to do a little trust exercise. Just follow along like a game of Simon Says
or Follow the Leader. Type everything I show here (only the blue text with gray highlights) into
the console. End each line by pressing the ENTER key, and make sure you’re getting the expected
responses. Type this:
5 + 8;

Console should respond with: 13
7 - 3 + 6;

As a side note, if you move your cursor over the light gray bar until you get a double-arrow symbol,
you should be able to click and drag this box up to make it as large as possible. Definitely do this to
give yourself more room to type.

Response: 10

Now that you've expanded that box a bit, click right next to the angle bracket. You should get a
blinking cursor and be able to type some text. Here is your first line of code. Type this (including the
quotes) and pay special attention to the semicolon key ; (near the middle-right of your keyboard) as
this will be used many times at the end of code statements:

var x = 3; 4 * x;

Type (notice this one uses the * which is
the multiplied by symbol in coding):
Response: 12
x + x;

Response: 6

"Hello World!";
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Notice on that last one the value of x carried over from previous statements.
Now try this:
x = 200;

This is assigning a new value to x. Now press UP_ARROW two times until you see this again:
x + x;

After pressing ENTER, you’ll see that the response is now 400 because the value of x has changed.
Okay just a few more, then I’ll explain what these are about.
Type (notice this one uses the / which is the divided by symbol in coding):
x / 100;

Response: 2
(x - 50) / 5;

Response: 30

(x - 50) / (5 - 1);

Response: 37.5

var greetingFirstPart = "Hello";

Explanation: This is known as a JavaScript statement. Statements usually end with a semicolon
(;). The keyword var at the beginning tells the computer (well, technically, it’s not the computer, but
the browser’s JavaScript interpreter) that the next word greetingFirstPart will be a variable.
Then the equals sign (=) tells the computer (err… interpreter) that we are assigning the value of "Hello"
to the variable greetingFirstPart so it can be used later. Lots of big words in there, I know, but do
try to learn them as we will be using them over and over and over. If you forget what they mean,
remember that you can check the glossary in the back of the book for their definitions!
Console Response: undefined

hope I grow to be 200 years old!"

"Hmm... maybe " + (x / 2) + " is old enough.";

Response: "Hmm...

Here are some examples of proper JavaScript syntax. Type each of these blue text statements in the
console (be sure to type each line EXACTLY as written), and press ENTER after each one. Type:

let greetingSecondPart = "World";

"I hope I grow to be " + x + " years old!";

Response: "I

We’re about to type more stuff in the console, but do this one favor for me, real quick. Even if you
still have your browser open from before, I’d like to start over to make sure we can easily get back
to a screen like this again. So close down Chrome, then open it up again. Type in the address bar
about:blank again, then use CONTROL+SHIFT+J ( COMMAND+OPTION+J on a Mac) to open
the console (by the way, you should definitely memorize that keyboard shortcut; you’ll use it a lot!). The
console should be clear again and ready for you to type commands.

maybe 100 is old enough."

How was that? Were there any of these lines that surprised you? I haven’t explained any of them
yet, but I’ll bet you picked up on a few things already, right?
Did you make any mistakes along the way? I hope so. JavaScript engineers make mistakes almost
every single day. A major part of being a good programmer is learning how to identify our
mistakes (called “bugs”) and fix them (i.e., squash them). We’ll talk more about that in this chapter
and future chapters too. But first, let’s talk about what each of the pieces of your JavaScript code
means and how each is interpreted (read) by the computer.

Explanation: Another assignment statement. The keyword let does exactly the same thing as var.
Okay, there are very slight differences, but explaining it would be unnecessarily confusing at this
point, so don’t worry about it yet. Just know that we will use let most of the time in this book, but
you will still see var a lot in JavaScript code. In this assignment statement, we’re assigning a string
("World") to the new variable greetingSecondPart. The word "World" is known as a string because
it’s in quotes (we’ll talk more about this in the next chapter). You might have also noticed that
after you pressed ENTER, the console responded with undefined. That’s nothing to be concerned
about either. That simply means you have not told the JavaScript interpreter to RETURN (bring
back) anything yet. It’s like you told the interpreter “Write this down so we can use it later.” The
interpreter obeyed your command and is now patiently awaiting further instructions.
As a side note, if you find that you make a mistake while copying my code and you get unexpected
errors that you don't understand, simply refresh the Chrome browser window (look for a "looping
around" button near the top of the window) and try again. You'll learn other ways to deal with
mistakes later, but no need to worry about those just yet. Now type:

Syntax

let singleSpace = " ";

JavaScript—like every other programming language—follows a strict syntax. Syntax is like
the spelling and grammar of the language. Computers are not as smart as people. They can’t
figure out the general idea of what you mean the way a person can. Instead, the computer can only
understand what you want to tell it if you type it in exactly the way that the computer expects to see
it. The expected form is called the syntax.

Explanation: Statement assigning a string (containing a single space between the quotes) to a new variable
called singleSpace. Notice also that assignments always have exactly one variable on the left side of the equals sign. For
example, let x = 2 + 2; is valid JavaScript, but 2 + 2 = let x; and 2 + 2 = x; are both not valid.
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Response: undefined

let fullGreeting = greetingFirstPart + singleSpace + greetingSecondPart;

Response: undefined

Explanation: Yet another assignment statement. Did you notice, by the way, that the variable names-greetingFirstPart, greetingSecondPart, singleSpace and fullGreeting--have a capital letter in each
of the inner words? And also no space between the inner words? That’s on purpose. Variable names
must never have a space in them. Also, they should ideally be in “camel case” (usually written as
camelCase), which means that they should start with a lowercase letter, and use a single capital letter
at the start of each word (or acronym) that is part of the variable. It’s called camelCase because the
capital letters in the middle of the word kinda look like the hump(s) on a camel’s back. If this confuses
you, keep reading. You’ll see so many examples of camelCase variables that it will look very natural to
you soon enough.
fullGreeting = fullGreeting + "!!";

Response: undefined

Explanation: In this assignment statement, we’re adding an extra string ("!!")
to the end of fullGreeting and then assigning that new, longer string to the
same variable called fullGreeting. Did you notice we’re not using the
keyword let? Why not? Because let indicates that we’re creating (also
called declaring) a new variable. In this case, we’re not creating
any new variables. The variable fullGreeting already exists
so we’re not going to use the let keyword anymore when we
reference it.
fullGreeting;

Response: "Hello

Now that response looks downright bizarre, doesn’t it?
Uncaught SyntaxError? Unexpected token? Whaaaaa?!
But look again…a little more closely this time. Uncaught
SyntaxError just means there is something wrong with
the syntax. In other words, what you wrote isn’t actually
a valid line of JavaScript. The interpreter—oops, I mean
computer…No wait, interpreter IS what I meant! It’s a
JavaScript interpreter...Anyway, the interpreter can’t read it
and doesn’t know what to do with it. Unexpected token
; means that the interpreter read something it didn’t
expect: in this case it was the semicolon (;).
So as the JavaScript interpreter was reading your line
of code, it came to the semicolon, which signifies to the
interpreter that we’ve reached the end of the statement.
So the interpreter was all like, “That’s it?! 5 + ;? Huh?? 5 + WHAT?! That doesn’t make any sense!
That’s not a complete statement! I didn’t expect to see that ; here, and now I’m all confused!”
The more you learn JavaScript, the more you’ll come to appreciate these error messages.
They’re usually very helpful at pointing you to where you’ve made mistakes. Let’s try making a few
more mistakes. Type:
6 + 7);

World!!"

Explanation: Now that we’re not making another
assignment, the computer (d’oh! Interpreter!) actually had
something to RETURN (meaning, something to tell you)!
It’s like you ordered the interpreter, “Hey, go get the value
of that variable from before and RETURN it to me!” So the
response from the console was the actual value of the fullGreeting variable.

Response: Uncaught

Explanation: You have a closing parenthesis “)” but no opening parenthesis! Parentheses (that’s the
plural form of parenthesis) always come in pairs. Also, they’re usually called “parens” (pronounced
“puh-RENZ”) by JavaScript engineers. So if you ever have an opening paren (“puh-REN”), you
need a closing paren too. And vice versa.
(1 + 2;)

Response: Uncaught

SyntaxError: Unexpected token ;

Explanation: The semicolon ; tells the JavaScript interpreter that it reached the end of the line
BEFORE it got to the closing paren. That’s why the ; was an unexpected token. Get it?

Simple Errors
Now that you know a bit of JavaScript syntax, let’s make some syntax mistakes! As a programmer,
syntax errors happen almost every day. The key is learning how to read the error messages you see,
so you can quickly find and fix the syntax problems in your code.
Okay now I’d like you to open a new tab in chrome. Press CONTROL+T (COMMAND+T on
a Mac). Type in the address bar about:blank again, then use the secret keyboard shortcut shared
earlier to open the console (go back and find it again if you forgot it—memorize it this time!). The
console should be clear again and ready for you to type commands. Type:
5 + ;

Response: Uncaught

SyntaxError: Unexpected token )

SyntaxError: Unexpected token ;
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3 + newVariable;

Response: Uncaught

ReferenceError: newVariable is not defined

Explanation: Now this error is not a SyntaxError but rather a ReferenceError. Can you tell what the
problem is? Read the error message closely (that’s what it’s there for). It says: newVariable is not
defined. There’s your problem! You need to first declare the variable with something like this:
let newVariable = 24;

Response: undefined

Don’t be concerned about the undefined response from the console. That’s just because the console
doesn’t have anything to tell you right now. Next, press the UP_ARROW key two times until you
19

get this statement again (then press ENTER to run the command):
3 + newVariable;

Response: 27

Explanation: Now that the variable is declared and defined (i.e., it actually means something), the
statement works just fine! What you did here is a simple example of debugging! You found an
error in your code (a “bug”), and you squashed/fixed it! Let’s squash one more bug, shall we?
let favoriteColor = "red";

Response: undefined // no problem yet (undefined just means “nothing to tell you”)
let favoriteColor = "blue";

Response: Uncaught

SyntaxError: Identifier ‘favoriteColor’ has already been declared

Explanation: Can you figure out this problem by reading the error message? The problem in this case
is that we’re using the let keyword for a variable that has already been declared once. The first time we
used it, it was fine since favoriteColor was being declared for the first time. After that, we shouldn’t use
the let keyword again. The second statement will work just fine if we take it out, like so:
favoriteColor = "blue";
favoriteColor;

Response: "blue"

See how that works? By reading the error message and then trying the statement without the let
keyword, we changed the value of the variable (and possibly even changed your favorite color!) from
“red” to “blue”.
As you may have guessed, we’re only scratching the surface on the kinds of errors we will see when
programming, but the important takeaway is this: don’t be afraid of them. The error messages are your
friends. Read those things! If you have trouble understanding them, try copying the error message
and pasting it into a Google search. They will help you to quickly identify what you’re doing wrong
and fix it easily.

Follow Along: Average
Meal Price Calculator

screen like you did before (this might seem like a pointless interruption, but the frequent repetition
will help you remember all the steps tomorrow). Then open the console so it’s ready when you want
to type in your code.
Alright, with that out of the way, let’s check out our first assignment!
We need to calculate the average price for a combo meal at Freckly Fred’s Franks & Fries franchise
(because ya know…we just need to, okay?!). Here’s what we know:
Full Combo Menu:
Combo A - “Alpha Dog” (Hot Dog, Medium Fries, and a Drink) costs $6.75
Combo B - “Big Dog” (Hot Dog, Large Fries, and two Drinks) costs $7.50
Combo C - “Canine” (Hot Dog, 2 Small Fries, and a Dipping Sauce) costs $5.75
Combo D - “Double Dog” (Hot Dog, Large Fries, and a Smaller Hot Dog) costs $8
Now let’s do this together and we’ll show our work in the process. To start with, let’s define what we
want and what we don’t want: do we care about the special combo names? Nope! Does it matter
to us what’s in each combo meal? Not really (though I personally think Combo C could maybe use
an extra Dipping Sauce, but that’s just me). So it looks like all we care about for this project is price.
We’re looking for the AVERAGE price of all these meals.
To get the average of any set of numbers, we must add the numbers together (to get the sum), then
divide their sum by the number of items in the collection. For example, to get the average value of
the two numbers 3 and 5, we would add them together to get the sum (8), then divide that sum by
how many numbers there are (2 different numbers), giving us the average value of 4. In plain math,
it would be: (5 + 3) / 2 = 4.
For the first code that we’ll type, let’s assign each of the values to a variable,
which is almost always a good practice in JavaScript.
let
let
let
let

comboAPrice
comboBPrice
comboCPrice
comboDPrice

=
=
=
=

6.75;
7.5;
5.75;
8;

Now we have of all the prices individually for each combo.
What’s next? We need to add them together!
let sumOfComboPrices = comboAPrice + comboBPrice +
comboCPrice + comboDPrice;

This is the first of the “Follow Along”
projects you’ll do in this book. These
projects start off simple and will grow in
complexity (and fun!) as you learn more
about how to code.

Then divide that sum by the total number (the count) of
combos that there are to get the average (remember that /
means divided by)!
let numberOfCombos = 4;
let averagePrice = sumOfComboPrices / numberOfCombos;

Before going any further, please either close
down Chrome and open it up again or just
open a new tab and navigate to the all-blank

Finally, let’s print out the value to the console!
averagePrice;

Response: 7
20
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So the average price for a combo meal at Freckly Fred’s is $7.00! Great to know! Our boss will be so
proud of us when we tell her tha—
Hey wait! This just in! It turns out Freckly Fred’s has added a new combo!
Combo E - “E. Coli Dog” (2 Uncooked Hot Dogs, Small Fries and a Mystery Prize) costs $8.25
So let’s make just a couple quick changes, and we’ll get the new average:
let comboEPrice = 8.25;
sumOfComboPrices = sumOfComboPrices + comboEPrice;

Notice that we did NOT use let in the second assignment statement. That’s because
sumOfComboPrices has already been declared! We can’t declare it a second time or we’ll get an error.
Instead, we’ll change the existing value to be the sum that it was before PLUS the price of the new
combo.
And let’s update the number of combos too (notice, we are NOT using the let keyword because
we’re changing this existing variable, not declaring a new variable, remember?):
numberOfCombos = 5;

Now press UP_ARROW as many times as you need to until you see this line in the console again
(don’t press ENTER yet though!):

Now pay special attention to this part: all of your answers need
to be typed out and saved in a document you can use again and
again. There are many ways to do this. If you or your parents
have a Google account—or if you’re willing to sign up for one
(they’re free)—I recommend opening a new tab in Chrome and
going to http://docs.google.com to create a new document
to keep all your quiz answers and review. This is something
your parents will probably know how to do if you’re unsure.
If you don’t have a Google account, you can use any
word processor such as Microsoft Word, iWork Pages,
or OpenOffice. If you prefer, you could even do this in
a basic text editor like Notepad or TextEdit. But you
should type out all of your answers to the Chapter
Quizzes, Reviews, and Do It Yourself (DIY) Projects
(and most of the Drills too). I’ll refer to this document
as your “Workbook.”
One important hint: Remove the “smart quotes” option!

let averagePrice = sumOfComboPrices / numberOfCombos;

If you are creating the Workbook in Google docs: go to the “Tools” menu (at the top of the page),
then click “Preferences…”, then UNCHECK the boxes for “Automatically capitalize words” and
“Use smart quotes.”

averagePrice = sumOfComboPrices / numberOfCombos;

If you’re using Microsoft Word, OpenOffice, or Pages for your Workbook, you’ll need to remove
smart quotes a different way. Just do a Google search for “Turn off smart quotes in <name_of_
your_program_here>” and follow the directions.

Now move your cursor to the front of the line (far left side) and delete the let keyword (since the
variable already exists), so it should look like this (NOW you can press ENTER):
Okay, now that we’ve made those changes, let’s print out the new value!
averagePrice;

Response: 7.25
Hooray! We have the final value, and now we know the NEW average price of a combo meal at
Freckly Fred’s Franks & Fries!
I hope you were able to follow along well with that little project. If not, I recommend you open a
new tab in Chrome, open the console, and try the project one more time before moving on.
Trust me on this one. Get a parent to help you if you need, but don’t skip this step. Your code will
give you unexpected errors in later chapters if you don’t do this!

CHAPTER 1: QUIZ
Each chapter in this Section has a little quiz at the end. I recommend you take this whole quiz
without looking back for any of the answers. This is meant to help you determine how well you
retained the key concepts of this chapter.
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There’s one more thing I want you to keep in mind: all of the answers are in the back of the
book. After you finish the quiz, you must check your answers to see if you missed anything. Even
if you’re pretty sure you got them all right, check them anyway. There are some questions that
are intentionally tricky (so you need to check to be sure). If you’re able to get a parent or another
person to check your answers, that’s even better!
Okay, I’ll stop talking now. It’s quiz time!
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1.

What URL address should you go to in order to get a completely empty page in Chrome?

2.

What is the shortcut key combination to open the Chrome console?

3.

What are the two keywords we’ve shown that may be used to declare a new variable?

4.

What single character is usually found at the end of a statement?

5.

What character means divided by when writing code?

6.

What is the shortened form of the word “parenthesis”?

7.

What kind of error would you get if you tried to run this statement?

CHAPTER 1: DRILLS
Whenever you get to a Drills section, you should type each line in the console. Don’t hesitate to look
in the back of the book if you’d like any help. Even if you already know how to do this, the drills
will help you to continually remember these concepts going forward.

A. Try typing these valid code snippets in the console.
1.

let myFaveTopping = "pepperoni";
let my2ndFaveTopping = "sausage";
let ultimatePizza = myFaveTopping + " and " + my2ndFaveTopping;
ultimatePizza;

2.

var sumTotal = 6 + 7 + 8;
sumTotal;

let sum = (9 + ; 3)

8.

What kind of capitalization (i.e., casing) should you use with variable names in JavaScript?

9.

Whenever you have an opening _____________________, you always need to also have a
closing ______________________.

3.

(8 * 3) / 6;

10.

Is this valid JavaScript syntax? If not, why not?

4.

11.

What does a single equals sign imply in a statement?

var myBrotherAge = 11;
var mySisterAge = 13;
var numberOfSiblings = 2;
var mySiblingsAverageAge = (myBrotherAge + mySisterAge) / numberOfSiblings;
mySiblingsAverageAge;

5.

let coolMathValue = 5;
let coolMathAnswer = (20 / coolMathValue) + ((8 * coolMathValue) / (6 - 2));
coolMathAnswer;

6.

6 + “ Foot " + 7 + " Foot";

7.

"Working " + 9 + " to " + 5;

8.

7 + "3"; // this one may surprise you!

9.

12 / 0; // this one may surprise you too!

let myMood = "Curious about JavaScript";
let myMood = "Excited to use my new superpowers";
myMood;

CHAPTER 1: KEY CONCEPTS
Each chapter in this Section has this little breakdown of the key concepts. This is just meant to
reference a few simple ideas from the chapter (in roughly the order they were introduced). Glance
over this list and if there’s anything you don’t think you fully understand, look back in the chapter to
review it so you can be sure you’re ready to move on.
Okay now, here are the takeaways from this chapter:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Required materials
Opening blank page in new browser window or
tab in Chrome
Using the console in Chrome
Variables
Simple math operations
JavaScript syntax
camelCase
Error messages
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B. What’s wrong with each of these code snippets?
In this section, you’re expected to determine what’s wrong with each line. You will need to open
your Workbook (the document you created yourself to store your answers) and write what you think
is wrong with each line. Then check your answers with the back of the book (don’t skip this step!).
Hint: if you’re not sure what’s wrong with it, try typing some of these in the console to see if your
good friends The Error Messages might show up to help!
1.

myUndeclaredVariable = 5;

2.

let famousQuote = "I like turtles;

3.

5 + 3 = x;
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4.

(4 * 7;)

5.

var somethingsBroken = 2 + (9 / (1 + 2);

6.

let somethingElseIsBroken = 4 + (5 - 2));

7.

12 + x = 15;

8.

let shouldntWeHaveASemicolon = "Yes we should"

9.

let notreallycamelcase = "Hard to read variable name";

10.

var ISTHISANYBETTER = "No, not really";

11.

let how_about_this = "Easier to read, but still not following convention";

12.

let IsThisCloseEnough = "So close, but not quite";

13.

let surely-this-counts-right = "Are you kidding? Those are minus signs!";

14.

let okayHowAboutThis = Good!

Note: Be sure to read the Chapter 1 Drills Answers in the back of the book for some fun bonus info
about the different casing examples in those snippets you just saw!

Do It Yourself (DIY): Average Age of Your Family
At the end of every chapter in the section, there is a special “Do It Yourself ” project (also called
a “DIY project”) that utilizes concepts we’ve learned in the current chapter (and any previous
chapters). You’re welcome to do this project in the console. When you’re done with it, highlight your
code, copy it by pressing CONTROL+C (or COMMAND+C on a Mac), and then paste it into your
Workbook by pressing CONTROL+V (or COMMAND+V on a Mac). Then compare your solution
with the one at the end of the book. Ideally, you should do this after you’re done, but it’s okay to
check it before you’re done if you’re struggling.
This DIY project is similar to the Follow Along project we did earlier. Here’s your mission:
Determine the average age of all of the members in your immediate family (mom, dad, siblings,
and you).
Close, then open Chrome, navigate to blank page, open the JavaScript console, and type all of your
code in the console. Be sure to use variables (ideally with descriptive names like ageOfBabyBrother)
for every number value.
If you ever get stuck trying to figure out any DIY project, consult the “Do It Yourself (DIY)
Recommended Solution” in the back of the book.
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No matter what coding language you learn, you’ll need to know a little something
about data types. Every variable you set will have a certain data type to it, and the
ability to identify it is a valuable part of coding. This will help you to avoid coding
errors more often or to find and fix errors more quickly.

Numbers
Okay, let's start with an easy data type: numbers!
Numbers can be positive or negative (or 0 which is neither positive nor negative). They
can have decimals or not, but numbers are never shown with quotes. Here are a few simple
examples of numbers in JavaScript (don't forget to type blue text into the console! Check out
the beginning of Chapter 1 if you've forgotten how to open up the Chrome console):
4
282038273
-38
51.9
0
-0.000087

Super simple, right? Let's move on!

Operations with Numbers
Common Operations
Doctor! These numbers! They won't make it on their own like this much longer. We need to
OPERATE!
In Chapter 1, we played around a bit with these cool things called operators. We now get
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Chapter 2

2

TIME TO
OPERATE

Answers

4.
5.
6.
7.

Chapter 1 Answers
Ch. 1 Quiz Answers:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

3.

about:blank

CONTROL+SHIFT+J
(COMMAND+OPTION+J on a Mac)
let and var

8.
9.

;

10.

/

paren (parens is the plural form)
SyntaxError (the ; was unexpected there. It should've been moved to the right side of the
closing paren).
camelCase (or camelCasing)
paren (would also accept quote mark)
Not valid because the let keyword should not be there in the second line.
Assignment—a value is being assigned to a variable (example: let myAge = 10;)

11.
12.
13.
14.

The single equals sign implies assignment. Assignments always need to have exactly one
variable on the left side (like let x = 3 + 5;). Also, it needs the let or var keyword when
declaring a variable for the first time.
SyntaxError. The semicolon is unexpected. The closing paren should come first.
Missing closing paren (or has extra opening paren)
Missing opening paren (or has extra closing paren)
The single equals sign implies assignment. Assignments always need to have exactly one
variable on the left side (like let x = 15 - 12;). Also, it needs the let or var keyword when
declaring a variable for the first time.
Missing semicolon (;) on the end (note: this will not actually throw an error)
The variable notreallycamelcase is in lowercase. It should instead be in camelCase like
this: notReallyCamelCase (note: This is by convention; no error would be thrown here).
The variable ISTHISANYBETTER is in UPPERCASE. It should instead be in camelCase like
this: isThisAnyBetter
The variable how_about_this is in snake_case. It should instead be in camelCase like this:
howAboutThis.
The variable IsThisCloseEnough is in PascalCase. It should instead be in camelCase like
this: isThisCloseEnough (lowercase letter to start the variable).
The variable surely-this-counts-right is in kabob-case. This is NOT valid JavaScript at
all as the dashes would appear to the interpreter to be minus signs! It should instead be in
camelCase like this: surelyThisCountsRight.
Missing quotes around the string "Good!" (and better to also end with a semicolon).

Ch. 1 Drills Answers:
A. Try typing these valid code snippets in the console

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

"pepperoni and sausage"
21
4
12
14
"6 Foot 7 Foot"
Working 9 to 5"
"73" // the "3" is a string

9.

Infinity

Here is one possible solution to the DIY Project (try copying/pasting this whole block into the
console to see the final return value):

so the 7 is concatenated
(attached) to it instead of the value added to it.

B. What's wrong with each of these code snippets?

1.
2.

Ch. 1 Do It Yourself (DIY) Recommended Solution:

Needs var or let keyword before using the variable.
Missing closing quote mark (")
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let
let
let
let
let
let
let
let
let

ageOfDad = 36;
ageOfMom = 36;
ageOfAngel = 13;
ageOfTony = 11;
ageOfHarmony = 8;
ageOfCharity = 7;
ageOfChase = 5;
ageOfSymphony = 0;
sumOfAllAges = ageOfDad + ageOfMom + ageOfAngel + ageOfTony + ageOfHarmony
+ ageOfCharity + ageOfChase + ageOfSymphony;
let numberOfFamilyMembers = 8;
let averageAgeOfFamilyMembers = sumOfAllAges / numberOfFamilyMembers;
averageAgeOfFamilyMembers;
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Chapter 2 Answers

mySpecialValue += 6;

Ch. 2 Quiz Answers:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Plus sign indicates addition—adding numbers together
*

Number
Forward slash indicates division—dividing one number by another number
Number
Parens—( and )
*= (myVariable *= 2;)
% (percent sign)
myVariable++; (increment operator)
myVariable--; (decrement operator)

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

3 * (4 + 1);
2

11.

-= (myValue -= 8;)

5 different values (0, 1, 2, 3, or 4).
Augmented assignments
Modulo (%). In this case, you would use % 3 because there are only three different possible
values you're looking for (red, green, or blue).

12.
13.

(both would arrive at the same result)

Missing closing paren
Variable assignment requires a single equals sign (=), not a double equals sign (==)
modDividend and modDivisor must both be defined before they can be used on the right side
of an assignment statement.
Missing opening paren
+* isn't a valid operator (it doesn't make sense).
In JavaScript, math operations should never appear on the left side of a single equals sign
(=) because that sign indicates that a value is being assigned. Besides that, even if the right
side and left side were switched, theFinalAnswer would still need a let or var keyword in
front of it.
A += symbol cannot be used along with a let statement. The keyword let indicates that
a new variable is being created. A += symbol cannot be used at the time a variable is first
being created because it can't be added to itself (as it's not yet been defined when the
addition would need to take place).
Operations should never appear on the left side of an assignment statement (remember
that -= does indicate that a value is being assigned to a variable).
This doesn't throw an error, but for practical purposes, % should usually only be used with
integers (positive or negative whole numbers) and usually positive ones at that (or 0). There
are some cases where it would be useful outside of this, but these cases are rare.
+/ isn't a valid operator (it doesn't make sense)

Ch. 2 Drills Answers:
A. Try typing these valid code snippets in the console

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

16
5
4
6
20
7
2
2
0
18
3
1

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
// note: this is one way to get the shortened 2-digit form of any given year

B. What's wrong with each of these code snippets?

1.
2.
3.

Ch. 2 Aggregate Review Answers:

In JavaScript, math operations should never appear on the left side of a single equals sign
(=) because that sign indicates that a value is being assigned.
A variable name cannot be a number (nor even start with a number!).
While this statement isn't technically invalid, it probably indicates a logical mistake on the
part of the developer. She probably intended to write:
mySpecialValue = mySpecialValue + 6; or even cleaner:
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6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

camelCase (or camelCasing)
CONTROL+SHIFT+J ( COMMAND+OPTION+J on a Mac)
No. A variable name cannot start with a number.
Yes
True. Error messages are there to help you figure out what went wrong so you can fix
it. That's why you should read those error messages!
SyntaxError
% (modulo)
about:blank

+= (mathyValue += 7;)

Yes. Multiple statements may appear on one line if separated by semicolons (;).
Not valid because the let keyword should not be there in the second line.

Ch. 2 DIY Recommended Solution:
Here is one possible solution to the DIY Project (try typing these lines into the console and
running them one-at-a-time to see the final return value):
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let numberOfCourts = 4;

// first studentId (we'll change this with each line)
studentId % numberOfCourts;
// any number modded by 4 will return a value between 0
and 3. In this case, it returns 1 (as in, court #1)
studentId = 2; studentId % numberOfCourts;
// 2 (court #2)
studentId = 3; studentId % numberOfCourts;
// 3 (court #3)
studentId = 4; studentId % numberOfCourts;
// 0 (court #0)
studentId = 5; studentId % numberOfCourts;
// 1
studentId = 6; studentId % numberOfCourts;
// 2
studentId = 7; studentId % numberOfCourts;
// 3
studentId = 8; studentId % numberOfCourts;
// 0
studentId = 9; studentId % numberOfCourts;
// 1
studentId = 10; studentId % numberOfCourts;
// 2
studentId = 11; studentId % numberOfCourts;
// 3
studentId = 12; studentId % numberOfCourts;
// 0
studentId = 13; studentId % numberOfCourts;
// 1
studentId = 14; studentId % numberOfCourts;
// 2
studentId = 15; studentId % numberOfCourts;
// 3
studentId = 16; studentId % numberOfCourts;
// 0
let studentId = 1;

Chapter 3 Answers

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

(type in the console. nothing to see here)
(type in the console. nothing to see here)

KitKat
"Are we there yet?"
"No."
"Are we there yet? Are we there yet? Are we there yet?"
"We'll get there when we get there."
"But Mom said, "We will be there before you know it"!"
"I also said, "Quit pestering your father from the back seat"!"
"But I'm sooooo tired, and I can't sleep with my head on the window."
"If you don't quit your whinin', I'm gonna stop this car!"

B. What's wrong with each of these code snippets?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

The line that should've defined the variable is commented out (so the interpreter will ignore
it). This leads to a ReferenceError because we're trying to use a variable that isn't defined.
The block comment is never closed.
Needs to escape the apostrophe in I'm with a backslash (or use double quotes on the string).
This will not be read as a block comment at all because the // will cause the rest of the line
to be ignored.
There is an extra / at the end.
There is an errant * that should really be a +.
The i should be in quotes: 'i'.
The backslash is in the wrong place. It should be moved one character to the right:
"The " + "\"dogs\" out?".

Ch. 3 Quiz Answers:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Ch. 3 Aggregate Review Answers:

b. human
String
c. ignore

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

//

SHIFT+ENTER
quotes (single quotes or double quotes)
/*
*/

False. It doesn't matter which quotes you use.
characters (though if you said "strings," you wouldn't technically be wrong either)
concatenation
Add a \ before the apostrophe: 'The name\'s Bond. James Bond.'
Change the single quotes to double quotes: "Here's looking at you, kid.";

Ch. 3 Drills Answers:
A. Try typing these valid code snippets in the console

1.

(type in the console. nothing to see here)
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6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

CONTROL+SHIFT+J ( COMMAND+OPTION+J on a Mac)
Yes
Yes
about:blank

No. In JavaScript, operators should never appear on the left side of a single equals sign (=)
because that sign indicates that a value is being assigned.
True. Error messages are your friends. They're there to help you figure out what went
wrong so you can fix it. Read those error messages!
let age = 12;
age += 1;

In the console (in Chrome developer tools)
SyntaxError (using let with the same variable more than once)
Yes
internet browsers (or just browsers)
camelCase (or camelCasing)
Parens—( and )
String (notice the quotes)
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Glossary of Terms

lowercase letter and containing a capital letter at the start of each word (or acronym). It's called
camelCase because the capital letters in the middle of the word kinda look like the hump(s) on a
camel's back.

(technical term [chapter in which it was introduced] - definition.)

•

acronym [ch. 2] - shortened words that are usually made from
taking the starting letters of other words…like LOL (laugh out loud)
or BTW (by the way).

•

argument [ch. 4] - value passed into a function to be assigned
to the function's parameters. When a function is called and
values are "passed in" (by putting those values in the parens
while invoking the function), these "passed-in" values are called
arguments.

•

chaining [ch. 8] - repeatedly calling one method after another on an object, in one continuous
line of code.

•

character [ch. 3] - individual single piece of a string (a single letter, digit, or symbol).

•

Chrome [ch. 1] - the internet browser of choice for working through this book.

•

code [ch. 1] - [When used as a noun:] instructions that a computer reads and follows to produce
a program or display a page. [When used as a verb:] to write instructions for the computer to
follow.

•

comment [ch. 3] - single-line or block comments; the interpreter ignores these lines in the
code. Used for human-readable statements or to temporarily hide lines of code from the
interpreter if you don't want them run.

•

array [ch. 8] - a list of values in a specific order. An array is used
to store multiple values in a single variable.

•

•

assignment [ch. 1] - JavaScript statement involving a variable on
the left side, and a value on the right side. The variable takes on the value that is assigned to it.

comparison operator [ch. 5] - symbol used for comparing two values; always results in a
boolean value. Example comparison operators: ===, !==, <, <=, >, and >=.

•

•

augmented assignment [ch. 2] - A shorthand way of writing both an operation and an
assignment. It first performs an operation on the variable and then assigns the new value to that
same variable. Examples: +=, -=, *=, and /=.

computer [ch. 1] - the physical thing that you do your work on--either a desktop, laptop, or
Chromebook (for the purposes of this book, NOT a smartphone or tablet!)

•

concatenate [ch. 3] - combine two or more strings (or numbers with strings) to create one
longer string.

•

block comment [ch. 3] - may span multiple lines; causes the interpreter to ignore everything
from the /* until it finds */.

•

•

bold [ch. 1] - thicker darker text.

condition [ch. 5 & 9] - (when referring to a comparison operator) results in a boolean value
and determines if the code is executed; (when referring to a loop) the thing that let's you know to
keep repeating the block of code that's being looped. Once the condition is not met (no longer
truthy), it's time to stop repeating the looped code.

•

boolean [ch. 5] - One of the 5 primitive data types. Rhymes with "truly inn." The value of a
boolean is always either true or false.

•

•

break return [ch. 3] - technical term for a new line in coding.

conditional [ch. 5] - A conditional statement in coding is used to perform certain blocks of
code based on a given condition. The condition (for example, a comparison operator like x
=== y) results in a boolean value (true or false). If the boolean value results in true, the code is
executed (run). Otherwise, the code block is skipped (doesn't run).

•

bugs [ch. 1] - mistakes or unintended results in code.

•

•

built-in [ch. 4] - provided by the JavaScript language itself (not custom made by the developer
or a third-party library).

console [ch. 1] - part of Chrome's top-secret developer tools. Used for testing out bits of
JavaScript and even interacting with the webpage you're on.

•

constant [ch. 7] - an unchangeable value.

camelCase [ch. 1] - a readable form for writing function and variable names—starting with a

•

convention [ch. 9] - A guideline that recommends a specific programming style, decision,

•
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